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Abstract. The main result is a short effective proof of Tao Li’s theorem that a closed non
Haken hyperbolic 3-manifold N has at most finitely many irreducible Heegaard splittings.
Along the way we show that N has finitely many branched surfaces of pinched negative
sectional curvature carrying all closed index-≤ 1 minimal surfaces. This effective result,
together with the sequel with Daniel Ketover, solves the classification problem for Heegaard
splittings of non Haken hyperbolic 3-manifolds.

0. Introduction

The long standing classification problem in the theory of Heegaard splittings of 3-manifolds
is to exhibit for each closed 3-manifold a complete list, without duplication, of all its irre-
ducible Heegaard splittings, up to isotopy.

Fundamental results in this direction were obtained by Klaus Johannson [Jo] and Tao
Li [Li1], [Li2], [Li3]. Johannson showed that for Haken 3-manifolds, up to Dehn twisting
along tori, for each genus g there are only finitely many isotopy classes of Heegaard surfaces
of genus-g and these classes are constructible. Waldhausen [Wa] conjectured that there are
only finitely many irreducible Heegaard surfaces of a fixed genus and this finiteness statement
answers a corrected form of Waldhausen’s conjecture for Haken 3-manifolds. For non Haken
manifolds, Li’s second paper showed that up to isotopy any closed 3-manifold N has at most
finitely many irreducible Heegaard splittings, thereby proving a strengthened Waldhausen
conjecture. His first paper did this for splittings of a fixed genus. Li’s third paper shows
how given g ∈ N to effectively construct a finite list of closed surfaces of genus-g such that
each surface is a Heegaard surface and each Heegaard surface of genus-g, up to isotopy, lies
in this list.

To solve the classification problem for a non Haken manifold M it therefore suffices to
first give an effective upper bound for the genus of an irreducible Heegaard splitting of M ,
second to give an algorithm to decide whether or not two irreducible Heegaard splittings are
isotopic and third to give an algorithm to decide if a Heegaard splitting is irreducible. In
this paper we solve the first of these problems. In the sequel [CGK] with Daniel Ketover we
solve the second and third.

Theorem 0.1. If N is a closed non Haken hyperbolic 3-manifold, then there exists an effec-
tively computable G(N) such that any irreducible Heegaard splitting of N has genus bounded
above by G(N).

The proof relies on two technical results.
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Theorem 0.2. If N is a complete finite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold and 0 < ε < 1, then
there exist finitely many effectively constructible (−1 + ε)-negatively curved generic branched
surfaces B1, · · · , Bn such that any index-≤ 1 closed embedded minimal surface is carried by
some Bi.

By an η-negatively curved surface B we mean that any smooth disc embedded in B has
sectional curvature < η.

In 1972 Joe Plante proved that any leaf of a codimension-1 foliation without holonomy
has polynomial growth, Theorem 6.3 [Pl]. In section 4 we will observe that his argument
shows

Theorem 0.3. Let M be a Riemannian 3-manifold and B ⊂ M a branched surface. There
exists an effectively constructible polynomial p(B) such that any leaf of any measured lami-
nation carried by B has growth bounded by p(B).

Putting these two results together we obtain

Corollary 0.4. Let N be a complete finite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold, then there exists
an effectively computable r > 0 such that if S is an index-≤ 1 closed minimal surface, then
for every x ∈ S, injradx(S) ≤ r.

It is well known that, up to isotopy, a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold has only finitely
many minimal surfaces of uniformly bounded genus. For index at most one, this follows
effectively from normal surface theory and Theorem 0.2. Using Theorem 0.1 we now have
an effective version of the main result of [Li2].

Corollary 0.5. If N is a closed non Haken hyperbolic 3-manifold, then there exists an
effectively computable H(N) such that N has at most H(N) isotopy classes of irreducible
Heegaard splittings.

Here is the idea of the proof of Theorem 0.1. By Casson - Gordon [CaGo] any irreducible
Heegaard splitting surface S of N is strongly irreducible and as announced by Pitts - Ru-
binstein [PR]1 S is either isotopic to an index-≤ 1 minimal surface or is obtained from the
double cover of an index-0 surface by attaching an unknotted tube between the sheets. Thus
by Theorem 0.2 it suffices to show that any negatively curved branched surface carries only
finitely many strongly irreducible Heegaard surfaces or 1-sided strongly irreducible Heegaard
surfaces and that this bound is effectively computable. Using Theorem 4.2 and its Corollary,
it follows that any -1/2-negatively curved branched surface E can be effectively split into
a uniform number of negatively curved branched surfaces B1, · · · , Bm such that for each i,
no component of ∂hN(Bi) is either a disc or an annulus. Furthermore, any closed surface
carried by E is carried by some Bi. We will show that the Bi’s can be constructed so that if
B is a subbranched surface of Bi that fully carries a surface, then B has the similar property.
Now let F1, · · · , Fq be the set of fundamental solutions of Bi. We effectively find a number
p(Bi) such that if S = n1F1 + · · ·+nqFq, S is a Heegaard surface and for some i, ni > p(Bi),

1The proof of this result, that was announced by Pitts-Rubinstein, has now appeared in two places:
D. Ketover and Y. Liokumovich, On the existence of unstable minimal Heegaard surfaces, preprint at
arXiv.bs/1709.09744 and also A. Song, Local min-max surfaces and strongly irreducible minimal Heegaard
splittings, preprint available at arXiv.1706.01037. See also, D. Ketover, Y. Liokumovich, and A. Song, in
preparation.
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then S is weakly reducible. The idea is that if B is the subbranched surface that carries all
the Fi’s with coefficients > p(Bi), then either B is incompressible and hence N is Haken or
∂hN(B) is compressible. In the latter case, in the most interesting situation, a compressing
disc for ∂hN(B) decomposes into two monogons that after a small perturbation gives rise to
disjoint monogons for ∂hN(Bi). These monogons extend to disjoint compressing discs for S,
one on each side of S. Each such disc consists of two copies of a monogon and a strip that
lies in the interstitial bundle of S and which penetrates only a uniformly bounded amount.
It is this bound that enables us to control p(Bi).

The following result produced in the course of this work may be of independent interest.

Corollary 0.6. Let M3 be a complete 3-manifold and Σi ⊂ M a sequence of closed embed-
ded minimal surfaces with index one. Then a subsequence converges to a smooth minimal
lamination L. Moreover, at most one leaf of L is unstable and if L is an unstable leaf, then
it is isolated.

Comparison with Tao Li’s work. First, Li works without any assumption on the Riemannian
metric of the underlying manifold. Second, the idea of splitting to eliminate disc regions of
∂hN(Bi) is central in his papers as is the idea of using incompressible subbranched surfaces
to find incompressible surfaces. Third, he uses the interstitial bundle to find helix-turn-helix
bands which are used to build compressing discs. The main innovation here is the interplay
between Theorems 0.2 and 4.2 which effectively bounds the amount of splitting needed to
eliminate discs and annuli lying in the horizontal boundary of N(B) and effectively bounds
the injectivity radii at each point of a strongly irreducible Heegaard surface. That in turn
controls how deep one must enter the interstitial bundle to find essential annuli, pieces of
which are used to build relatively simple compression discs. Provided p(Bi) is sufficiently
large, there is enough depth to construct these compression discs.

Remarks on Effective Computability. By an effectively computable algorithm, we mean an
algorithm that will produce a solution within some function of the input data. In this paper,
the initial input data is a triangulation by hyperbolic simplices, each of which has uniformly
bounded dihedral angles and edge lengths. Such a triangulation exists by [Br]. Use of the
word effective for a given step indicates that the result is computable in some function of
the data. Note that if we are given a triangulation of N and only knowledge that N has
a hyperbolic structure, then there is an algorithm to produce a hyperbolic structure by
Casson and Manning [Ma]. See also [LTY]. Those algorithms are not known to be effective.
In §7 we offer a conjecture that if true would enable an effective algorithm as a function of
the initial triangulation. There are two places that we are aware of in Tao Li’s work that
are not effective in that each requires a compactness argument. First there is the passage
from branched surfaces to ones which carry no spheres and tori, among other features, i.e.
Theorem 2.1 [Li2] which is also Theorem 1.3 [Li1], which relies on Proposition 8.1 of [Li1].
Second there is how deep in the interstitial bundle he must penetrate to construct helix-
turn-helix bands, which relies on §4 [Li2]. This compactness point is also mentioned in main
ideas of the proof on P. 626 [Li2]. Since our branched surfaces are negatively curved, the
first point is obtained for free. The second point, in our setting is made effective through
Theorems 0.2 and 4.2 as mentioned in the previous paragraph.
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This paper is organized as follows. Basic definitions and some facts are presented in
§1. Some fundamental results about minimal surfaces in 3-manifolds are established in §2.
Theorem 0.2 is proved in §3 and Theorem 4.2 is proved in §4. In §5 we show that given
an η-negatively curved branched surface B a uniformly bounded amount (in η) of splitting
is needed to produce a set of horizontally large branched surfaces that in the aggregate
carry the same surfaces that B does. The main result is obtained in §6. In §7 we reduce
the stronger problem mentioned in the previous paragraph to a conjecture about branched
surfaces. Finally, in the appendix (using results announced in [PR]; see also [Ru] and compare
with [Ke]) we show that any closed orientable Riemannian 3-manifold M with a strongly
irreducible Heegaard splitting, supports a mean convex foliation.

Acknowledgements 0.7. We thank Joseph Maher, Harold Rosenberg and the referees for
their constructive comments.

1. Basic definitions and facts

Definition 1.1. For the basic definitions regarding measured laminations and branched
surfaces see [O]. In particular you will find there pictures of local models of a branched surface
B, definitions of the branch locus b(B), fibered neighborhood N(B), the vertical and horizontal
boundaries ∂vN(B) and ∂hN(B) as well as definitions of carrying, monogon, splitting, generic
and sector. We let V(N(B)) denote the I-fibering of N(B) and π : N(B)→ B the projection
contracting fibers to points. We often think of π as being defined on all of the ambient
manifold M . All measured laminations are assumed to have full support. All branched
surfaces are implicitly assumed to be associated with an immersion in some 3-manifold
thereby enabling us to define N(B). If B is embedded in the 3-manifold M , then the closed
complement C(N(B)) is the closure of M \ N(B). If B carries the lamination λ, then a
corresponding embedding of λ in N(B) gives rise to the interstitial bundle I(λ) well defined
up to fiber preserving homeomorphism. Here I(λ) is the I-bundle obtained by starting with
N(B) \ λ, taking the closure with respect to the induced path metric, then restricting to
those I-fibers with both endpoints in λ. We say that B fully carries λ if it carries λ and
each sector of fiber of V(N(B)) hits some leaf. Given an explicit embedding of λ ⊂ N(B)
transverse to V we say that a point x ∈ λ is interior to N(B) if there exists an interval J of
an I-fiber such that J ∩ ∂vN(B) = ∅, ∂J ⊂ λ and x ∈ int(J). In this paper, λ will usually
be a compact surface, though laminations do appear at various points in this paper.

Definition 1.2. We say that D is a compression disc or compressing disc for the branched
surface B if D is the π-image of an embedded essential compression disc for ∂hN(B).

Remark 1.3. We will view D as both an embedded disc with boundary in ∂hN(B) and as
an immersed disc with boundary in B. The difference will be clear from context. Note that
if B is a smooth 1-sided surface, then a compression disc for B viewed as a branched surface
may not be a compression disc for B viewed as a smooth surface.

Definition 1.4. If B′ is obtained by splitting B, then define Φ : π0(∂hN(B))→ π0(∂hN(B′))
to be the map induced by inclusion. Here we take the point of view that if B′ is obtained by
splitting B, then N(B′) can be obtained from N(B) by removing a compact sub I-bundle
disjoint from int(∂hN(B)) and hence ∂hN(B) ⊂ ∂hN(B′). We say that B′ is a regular
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splitting if Φ is surjective. If B carries the lamination λ and B′ also naturally carries λ, then
B′ is said to be obtained by λ-splitting B.

A branched surface chart in a 3-manifold can be given one of two transverse orientations.
Each transverse orientation induces an orientation on the I-fibers of the corresponding local
model of the fibered neighborhood. A transverse orientation on B is a coherent choice
of transverse orientations on the branched surface charts. Note that B has a transverse
orientation if and only if the I-fibers of N(B) can be coherently oriented.

If an I-fiber I0 of N(B) is given an orientation, then a loop γ : [0, 1]→ B with γ(0) = π(I0)
induces an orientation on I0, by starting with the given one and applying continuation
through local charts traversed by γ. Since the resulting orientation is independent of the
representative of the homotopy class of γ we obtain a homomorphism f : π1(B)→ Z2 such
that f [γ] = 0 if and only if γ is orientation preserving. Thus we have the well known

Proposition 1.5. Let B be a branched surface embedded in an 3-manifold M . There exists
a 2-fold cover N̂(B)→ N(B) such that the induced I-fibering of N̂(B) is orientable.

Assuming that a space X and its metric are understood from context, then the notation
N(x, r) will denote the metric r-ball about x, otherwise we will use NX(x, r). If H is a
rectifiable path connected subset of the Riemannian manifold X, then H will be given the
induced path metric. If X is a space, then |X| will denote the number of components of X.
If it is just a set, then |X| denotes the number of elements.

Definition 1.6. A branched surface is negatively curved (resp. c-negatively curved) if each
point has sectional curvature < 0 (resp. < c < 0).

2. Minimal surfaces in hyperbolic 3-manifolds

2.1. Index one minimal surfaces in a ball and in a 3-manifold. We will state the
main result of this subsection below as a result about embedded minimal surfaces in a unit
ball in Euclidean 3-space with boundary in the boundary of the ball. However, with obvious
changes this result holds for a ball in a fixed 3-manifold provided that the radius of the ball is
sufficiently small depending on the center of the ball and we will later use this generalization.
In particular, this results holds in both closed and non-compact manifolds as long as the
manifold is complete; the only catch is that the radius of the ball where it holds depends on
the local geometry and thus in the case of non-compact manifolds may not have a uniform
positive lower bound independent of the center.

Let Γ be a surface in R3 possibly with boundary. We will use Anr(γ) to denote the intrinsic
tubular neighborhood of radius r about a curve γ, i.e.,

Anr(γ) = {x ∈ Γ|distΓ(x, γ) < r} .(2.1)

Similarly, we will write Ans,t(γ) for the set Ant(γ) \Ans(γ). Let Bε ⊂ R3 denote the ball of
radius ε centered at the origin.

Theorem 2.2. There exists δ, c > 0 such that the following holds: Given C > 1, µ > 0,
and an integer k, there exists ε > 0 so that if Σ ⊂ B1 ⊂ R3 is a compact embedded minimal
surface with ∂Σ ⊂ ∂B1 and index one and if Bε ∩ Σ is unstable, then there exists a simple
closed geodesic γ ⊂ B2ε ∩ Σ of length ` so that
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(1) Σc \Anδ`(γ) consists of two graphical annuli of functions with gradient at most one.
(2) AnC`(γ) is µ-Ck close to the corresponding annulus in an rescaled catenoid with neck

of length `.

Here Σc is the connected component of Bc ∩ Σ containing γ.

As a corollary we get that in any 3-manifold any limit of any sequence of closed embedded
index one minimal surfaces is a smooth lamination. This is the following:

Corollary 2.3. Let M3 be a complete 3-manifold and Σi ⊂M a sequence of closed embed-
ded minimal surfaces with index one. Then a subsequence converges to a smooth minimal
lamination L. Moreover, at most one leaf of L is unstable and if L is an unstable leaf, then
it is isolated.

Recall that a leaf L of a lamination L of a 3-manifold M is said to be isolated if for each
x ∈ L, there exists an ε > 0 such that L is the only leaf of L that intersect Bε(x). Note that
an isolated leaf can limit to a non-isolated leaf.

Proof. (of Corollary 2.3). It follows from standard arguments based on the curvature esti-
mates for stable surfaces, cf., for instance, Proposition 7.14 on page 245 of [CM6], that a
priori such a limit could be smooth away from a single point where the index concentrates.
However, it follows easily from Theorem 2.2 together with a standard removable singular-
ity theorem (cf. page 119 of [CM1]) that this potentially singular point is a removable
singularity. �

To prove Theorem 2.2 we will first show a blow up version of it on ‘the scale’ of the index.
In this next result and the lemma that follows, 0 ∈ Σi ⊂ Bri = Bri(0) ⊂ R3 will be a
sequence of compact embedded minimal surfaces with index one satisfying:

(1) ∂Σi ⊂ ∂Bri where ri →∞.
(2) Each intrinsic unit ball B1(p) in each Σi is stable.
(3) The intrinsic ball B2(0) in each Σi is unstable.

The blow up result is the following:

Proposition 2.4. If Σi ⊂ Bri = Bri(0) ⊂ R3 is a sequence of compact embedded index one
minimal surfaces satisfying (1)–(3), then a subsequence Σj converges in the Ck topology on
compact subsets of R3 to the catenoid for any k.

We will use a number of times below that since Σi has index one and the ball B2(0) is
unstable, any intrinsic ball in Σi that is disjoint from B2(0) is stable. 2 Recall that a subset
of a minimal surface is stable if the second variation of area for all variations with compact
support contained in the subset is non-negative. Otherwise it is said to be unstable.

Proof. (of Proposition 2.4.) Since each unit ball B1(p) in each Σi is stable for any sequence
si →∞ with ri ≥ 2si, the sequence Bsi(0) ⊂ Σi has uniformly bounded second fundamental
form by [S2], [CM2]. We claim that for any fixed R > 0, there is a uniform bound, indepen-
dent of i, for the area of BR ∩Bsi(0). Together these two properties give that a subsequence
Bsi(0) converges in the Ck topology to a properly embedded minimal surface Σ∞ that is

2Within the proof of Proposition 2.4 we will show a bit more than what is actually needed (namely, that
the limit Σ∞ is properly embedded); however we believe that the additional estimates add clarity to the
argument.
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easily seen to have index one.3 By the classification of index one embedded minimal surfaces
in R3 (see Corollary 1 on page 255 in [CgT] or Theorem 2 on page 37 of [LR]) it follows that
this limit is the catenoid. The claim easily follows this and the fact that the convergence is
in the Ck topology.

To complete the proof we need therefore only show that for fixed R > 0, there exists some
sequence si as above so that there is a uniform bound, independent of i, for the area of
BR ∩ Bsi(0). This is essentially contained in [CM5] (see Lemma II.2.1 there or Lemma 8.23
in [CM6]), however, for completeness we include a proof that is adapted to the relatively
strong assumptions here4. Suppose that for some R > 0 fixed and any sequence si as above

Area(BR ∩ Bsi(0))→∞ ;(2.5)

This easily implies that there exist xi, yi ∈ BR ∩ Σi such that

dΣi(0, xi)→∞ ,(2.6)

dΣi(0, xi)/dΣi(0, yi)→ 0 ,(2.7)

dΣi(0, yi)/ri → 0 .(2.8)

This contradicts the next lemma; thus proving the Proposition. �

Lemma 2.9. Let Σi ⊂ Bri ⊂ R3 be a sequence of compact embedded index one minimal
surfaces satisfying (1)–(3). Then there are no sequences xi, yi ∈ BR∩Σi satisfying (2.6)–(2.8).

Proof. Suppose not; we will obtain a contradiction. Set

si = dΣj(0, xi) ,(2.10)

ti = dΣj(0, yi) .(2.11)

Then for i sufficiently large the intrinsic balls B 5si
6

(xi), B 5ti
6

(yi) are stable. In particular,

by Schoen’s curvature estimate for stable minimal surfaces, [S2], [CM2], the balls Bsi(yi)
converge to flat balls in a plane (even after rescaling to unit size as si/ti → 0) and for some
constant C

sup
B 4si

5

(xi)

|A|2 ≤ C s−2
i .(2.12)

We claim that it follows from this curvature estimate together with the fact that Bsi(xi) ∩
Bsi(yi) = ∅ for i sufficiently large that the rescaled balls B 3si

4
(xi) converges to a flat ball

in a plane centered at the origin. From this and 0 /∈ B 3si
4

(xi) it follows from the triangle

inequality, and since intrinsic distances are larger than extrinsic distances, that dΣi(0, xi) > si
for i sufficiently large which is the desired contradiction.

It remains to show that a subsequence of the rescaled balls B 3si
4

(xi) converges to a flat

ball in a plane centered at the origin. This however follows from the following four facts:

• The rescaled balls B 3si
4

(xi) have uniform curvature bounds by (2.12).

3The bound for the second fundamental form gives that locally a subsequence converges smoothly but
possibly with multiplicity; the uniform area bound (together with the second fundamental form bound) rules
out multiplicity.

4The same proof that we give below show that as long as the annuli Bsri(0) \ BR0(0) are stable for some
fixed R0 > 0 and the surfaces has uniformly bounded curvature, then any limit Σ∞ is properly embedded.
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• The rescaled distance between the centers of the balls Bsi(yi) and B 3si
4

(xi) and 0 goes

to zero as xi and yi ∈ BR.
• Bsi(xi) ∩ Bsi(yi) = ∅ for i sufficiently large.
• A subsequence of the rescaled balls Bsi(yi) converges to flat balls in a plane.

�

We will also need Proposition D.2 of [CM4]. This proposition will be used to go from the
blow-up scale, where the index one minimal surface looks like the catenoid, to almost all the
way out to the boundary of the initial ball. Loosely speaking this proposition from [CM4]
asserts that a stable embedded minimal surface with a single interior boundary curve γ and
an area bound near γ is graphical away from its boundary.

Proposition 2.13. (Proposition D.2 of [CM4].) Given a constant C, there exists ω > 1
so that if Γ ⊂ BR is a stable embedded minimal surface whose interior boundary ∂Γ \ ∂BR

is a simple closed curve γ ⊂ B4 satisfying Area(An2(γ)) ≤ C, then each component of
BR/ω ∩ Γ \Bω is a graph with gradient bounded by one.

We will need that this proposition has the following extension to the case where the interior
boundary is disconnected:

Proposition 2.14. In Proposition 2.13 instead of assuming that the inner boundary is
connected it suffices to assume that for each connected component of the inner boundary γ

An2R(γ) ∩ ∂Γ ⊂ ∂BR .(2.15)

All other assumptions as well as the conclusion remains the same.

Proof. In fact, this assumption was all that was needed in the proof of Proposition D.2 in
[CM4]; cf. also with remark D.14 in [CM4]. �

Let Dr be the disk of radius r in the plane centered at the origin with polar coordinates
(ρ, θ) so that ρ > 0 and θ ∈ R. Suppose also that u and v are functions on the annulus
DR \Dr. The separation is the function given by

w(ρ, θ) = v(ρ, θ)− u(ρ, θ) .(2.16)

The argument given on page 50 in the proof of Proposition II.2.12 of [CM3] gives that the
separation between two minimal graphs defined over an annulus grows sub-linearly:

Lemma 2.17. Given α > 0, there exist δ > 0 and k > 0 so that the following holds:
If u and v satisfy the minimal surface equation5 on DekR \De−kR, have gradients bounded

by 1/2, and the separation w satisfies 0 < w < δR, then for R < s < 2R

sup
Ds\DR

w ≤
( s
R

)α
sup
∂DR

w .(2.18)

We will also need the following elementary lemma:

Lemma 2.19. Given C, δ > 1, there exists ε > 0 such if Σ ⊂ B1 ⊂ R3 is a compact
embedded minimal surface with

• |A|2 ≤ C r−2 and ∂Σ ⊂ ∂B1 ∪B2r.

5So that the graphs of u and v are minimal surfaces.
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• The connected component of B2r∩Σ containing ∂Σ\∂B1 consists of two graphs over
an annulus in a plane through the origin of functions with gradients bounded by 1.

Then the following holds: If the separation between these two graphs is at most ε r, then
the intrinsic distance between the two inner boundary components of Σ is bounded below
by δ r.

Lemma 2.17 together with Lemma 2.19 will be used in the proof of the main theorem
of this section to show that the assumption in Proposition 2.14, that the intrinsic distance
between inner boundary components is large, holds and thus the proposition applies.

We can now combine the above results to prove the main theorem of this section:

Proof. (of Theorem 2.2.) Suppose not; then there exists a sequence of compact embedded
minimal surfaces Σi ⊂ B1 of index one with ∂Σi ⊂ ∂B1 and so that Bεi ∩ Σi is unstable
where εi → 0. Moreover, none of the Σi’s has a decomposition as in (1) and (2). For each
i let si be the supremum of all r > 0 such that the intrinsic balls Br(p) are stable for all
p ∈ B 1

2
∩ Σi. It follows that the intrinsic balls Bsi(p) are stable for all p ∈ B 1

2
∩ Σi and

that B2si(pi) is unstable for some pi ∈ B 1
2
∩ Σi. After translation we may assume that each

pi is the origin in R3 and after rescaling by 1/si we get a sequence of embedded minimal
surfaces as in Proposition 2.4. Claim (2) in the statement of the theorem now follows from
Proposition 2.4. From this (1) follows from Proposition 2.14 applied to the sequence before
translation and rescaling combined with Lemmas 2.17 and 2.19. (Where Lemmas 2.17 and
2.19 are used to show that Proposition 2.14 applies.) This is the desired contradiction. �

2.2. Index one embedded surfaces in cusps. Recall that for any finite volume hyperbolic
3-manifold, N3, there exists a compact set K ⊂ N such that N \K is the union of finitely
many ends. Each end is of the form Ek = Γk ×e−r (0,∞); that is, a warped product of a
half-line with a flat torus Γk, where the warping function is e−r. Here the metric on Ek is
dr2 + e−2r g, where g is the flat metric on Γk. The function rk = r is the Busemann function
to the end. (Note that with this sign convention of the Busemann function horoballs are
super-level sets.)

For p ∈ N let injp denote the injectivity radius at p of N . We will use below that it follows,
that for each end of N , there is a Rk (depending only on the geometry of the flat torus Γk),
so that the function

p→ erk(p) injp(2.20)

is constant on the horoball rk ≥ Rk. Similarly, on the end Ek, there exists a constant Ck so
that the entire horosphere rk = rk(p) is contained in the ball BCk injp(p).

We will show next that in a finite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold closed embedded index
one minimal surfaces do not penetrate deeply into the cusps:

Theorem 2.21. Let N3 be a finite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold and x ∈ N a fixed point,
then there exists an R > 0 so that any closed embedded index one minimal surface in N is
contained in the ball BR(x). 6

6The same result should hold for a finite volume 3-manifold with pinched negative sectional curvature.
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Proof. We will show this by arguing by contradiction. Namely, we will show that if a closed
embedded index one minimal surface penetrated deeply into a cusp, then the entire minimal
surface would have to be contained in the cusp violating the maximum principle.

Let K, Ek, and rk be as above and suppose that Σ is a closed embedded index one minimal
surface in N intersecting Ek. Let p ∈ Ek ∩ Σ be a point where the maximum of rk on Σ
is achieved. Since horoballs rk ≥ r are strictly convex it follows that any closed minimal
surface cannot be entirely contained in Ek. For q ∈ Σ let sq be the radius of the largest
intrinsic ball Bs(q) that is stable. Fix ε > 0 small to be determined (depending only on Ck
and the constant in (2.20)). We divide the argument into three cases:

(1) sp ≥ ε−1 injp.
(2) ε−1 injp ≥ sp and sq ≥ ε injp for all q ∈ B2 ε−1 injp

(p).

(3) There exists a q ∈ B2 ε−1 injp
(p) such that ε injp ≥ sq.

We will use in all three cases the curvature estimate for stable minimal surfaces [S2],
[CM2], that there exists a constant C so that

sup
Bsq/2(q)

|A|2 ≤ C s−2
q .(2.22)

We will first see that (2) cannot happen when injp is sufficiently small (i.e., rk(p) sufficiently
large). To see this observe first that the two assumptions together imply that there exists
some constant C > 1 so that

C−1 ε−2 inj−2
p ≤ sup

B 3
2 ε
−1injp

(p)

|A|2 ≤ sup
B2 ε−1 injp

(p)

|A|2 ≤ C ε−2 inj−2
p .(2.23)

Here the upper bound follows from (2.22) and the lower bound follows from the definition
of sp. We will now rescale distances in Ek by inj−1

p and use that the minimal surface Σ lies
in the complement of the (open) horosphere rk > rk(p), yet intersects it at p. The rescaling
of the horosphere can be made as close to a plane in flat R3 as we want provided that
injp is sufficiently small. Finally, the rescaling of the minimal surface has a priori curvature
estimates by (2.23). Moreover, by the same set of inequalities a point in the set where we
have a priori curvature estimates has curvatures bounded away from zero. This however
easily contradicts that Σ is minimal. Note that the above argument gives a contradiction for
all ε > 0 fixed provided that injp is sufficiently small depending on the value of ε. This leaves
us with possibilities (1) and (3). If either of these cases happen for some ε > 0 sufficiently
small, then we will show that the minimal surface would be entirely contained in the cusp,
thus giving a contradiction.

Let Π be the normal projection of a tubular neighborhood of r−1
k (rk(p)) in N onto

r−1
k (rk(p)). The idea in case (1) is the following: From (2.22) together with that Σ is tangent

to r−1
k (rk(p)) at p it follows that Π on Bsp/2(p) is a local covering map and is onto. In fact,

not only is Π|Bsp/2(p) a local covering map, it is almost a local isometry. This follows since

Bsp/2(p) and r−1
k (rk(p)) are locally nearly parallel. Since Σ cannot be contained in the cusp

it follows that Π|Bsp/2(p) cannot be a bijection. From this it follows easily that Π|Bsp/2(p)
is everywhere at least two to one. In fact, it is not hard to conclude that Π−1(p) ∩ Bsp/2(p)
contains both points where rk are smaller than rk(p) as well as points where rk are larger
than rk(p). This contradicts that rk was maximal at p. The idea behind case (3) is similar.
We will next fill in the details for this argument in both case (1) and (3).
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In what follows Dk will denote a fundamental domain for the flat torus Γk which we may,
in the usual way, take to be a parallelogram in the plane with one side parallel to the x-axis.
Let L1 and L2 denote the side lengths of the parallelogram sides for Dk. We let Γr denote
Γk × r with Dr the associated fundamental domain where r denotes rk(p).

In case (1) we have that the intrinsic ball Bsp/2(p) is locally nearly parallel with the
horosphere rk = rk(p), lies in the complement of the (open) horoball rk > rk(p), yet intersects
it at p. Moreover, the radius sp is large compared to injp or rather large compared with the
diameter of the horosphere. Starting at p follow the surface along a curve on the surface that
projects to a line that is close to and parallel to one of the two sides of the parallelogram
in Dr. As the corresponding geodesic in the flat torus comes back to itself the curve on the
surface Σ must either come back above, below, or to itself. It cannot come back above itself
as the maximal value for rk is achieved at p. If it came back below itself, then in the other
direction along the closed geodesic in the flat torus the curve on the surface would come
back above itself which is also a contradiction. The same reasoning shows that following the
line along the other edge of the parallelogram also comes back to itself on Σ. Here we use
the fact that the side lengths of Dr are e−rLi which are very small relative to sp. The small
disc about p together with thin bands about these curves is a torus minus an open disc Tp
nearly parallel to Γr. The projection of Tp to Γr is an embedding whose complement is a
disc Dp with the property that any straight path in Dp with endpoints in ∂Dp has length
at most 2 e−r(L1 + L2) << sp. It follows that there is a corresponding arc in Σ \ Tp with
endpoints in ∂Tp. Indeed, if the terminal endpoint of a path in Σ starting at ∂Tp lies above
or below Tp we obtain a contradiction essentially as before. It follows that Σ is a torus that
is entirely contained in a cusp of the 3-manifold violating the maximum principle.

In case (3) we argue similarly. Suppose first that q ∈ B2ε injp(p). We now argue similarly to
the other cases but use Theorem 2.2 to show that near p on a large scale compared with injp,
the minimal surface looks (modulo the deck group of the end) like a scaled down catenoid
that is almost parallel to the horosphere7. Similarly to (1) above once we have this, then it
follows that the surface is entirely contained in the cusp which is the desired contradiction.
To make this precise we need to show that modulo the deck group of the end Ek the surface
looks like a scaled down catenoid in a region that is large compared with injp and near p.
Theorem 2.2 gives that it looks like a scaled down catenoid in a region that is some fixed
multiple of injp. To show that it is a large multiple we use that the sheets away from the
neck must be very close together. We now use two things: First the minimal surface has
a priori curvature bounds away from the neck by stability. Second, the extension of the
sheets lies very close to, but disjoint from the horoball. Using the two things we get that
modulo the deck group of the end the surface really does look like a scaled down catenoid
near p in a region that is large compared with injp. After that we argue similarly to case
(1) to show that as we follow a curve that project to a line parallel to one of the two sides
in the parallelogram the curve must come back to itself. Here there is the added point that
if the curve returns to a point between the sheets of approximate catenoid, then we obtain
a contradiction to index-1. Again the curvature bound follows from stability and the small
diameter of Dr implies that the curve is nearly parallel to a path in Dr. Thus in (3) we

7In fact, if one use that the minimal surface lies in the complement of the (open) horoball and intersect it
at p, then one can get away without using Theorem 2.2. This is because under this strong assumption one
relatively easily get a weak version of Theorem 2.2 that sufficies.
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obtain Tp, which consists of two copies of a torus minus an open disc, nearly parallel to Γr

connected by a catenoid like neck. Again the complement of the projection of Tp in Γr is a
disc Dp with the property that the length of any straight arc is very small. Any such curve
with endpoints in Dp, gives rise to a pair of nearly parallel arcs on Σ with endpoints in Tp.
(Here we avoid curves that go into the small unstable area where curves does not go straight
across). The point here is that if it comes back either above or below Tp, then we obtain
a contradiction as in (1). If it comes back between the sheets of the catenoid we obtain a
contradiction to index-1. It follows that Σ is a surface of genus-2 entirely contained in a cusp
which violates the maximum principle and is the desired contradiction.

Finally, in case (3) we are left with the possibility that q ∈ B2 ε−1 injp
(p) \ B2ε injp(p). By

going out further in the cusp, so that injp is smaller, we can assume that the minimal surface

near p is as close as we want to the level set r−1
k (rk(p)) relative to the scale injp. Taking

advantage of this we can make sure that as we go around in B2 ε−1 injp
(p) we stay as close to

the level set rk as we wish. Here again we avoid the unstable area near q. (Since Σ has index
one it follows that any subset, in particular, any intersection Bt(q) ∩ Σ has index at most
one. Whereas the intersection B2 ε injp(q) ∩ Σ contains B2 ε injp(q) and is therefore unstable.

For injp sufficiently small and t = injp/2 we can therefore apply Theorem 2.2 to the rescaling
of Bt(q).) Again the path lifting property and the fact that the surface cannot be entirely
contained in the cusp, implies that we can follow a path in the surface that comes back above
p, violating that rk had a maximum at p. �

Remark 2.1. On revising this paper we discovered that Theorem 2.21, for general minimal
surfaces appears in the very recent paper [CHMR].

3. Branched Surfaces

Given a complete finite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold N , let N ′[ε,∞) denote the union of
the ε-thick part of N together with the Margulis tubes. In the last section we showed that
there exists a uniform constant ρ such that any index-1 surface lies within N ′[ρ,∞). In what

follows, we denote N ′[ρ,∞) by N ′, so if N is closed, then N = N ′. By Breslin, [Br] Theorem
2, given a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold N there exists a triangulation ∆ of N such that
the tetrahedra contained in the ε-thick part have edge lengths and dihedral angles uniformly
bounded, where the uniformity constants are a function of ε. In particular for N closed, there
exists such a triangulation on all of N such that the uniformity constants are a function of
the injectivity radius of N .

Theorem 3.1. Let N be a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold with finite volume and 0 < η < 1.
Then there exist finitely many effectively constructible (−1 + η)-negatively curved generic
branched surfaces B1, · · · , Bn such that any embedded closed index-≤ 1 minimal surface S is
carried by one of these branched surfaces.

The proof follows in two steps.

Step 1. Let E > 0 and η > 0. There are finitely many constructible −1+η negatively curved
branched surfaces that carry all minimal surfaces in N ′ with |A|2 < E.

Proof. This routinely follows from standard arguments after recognizing that the bounds on
|A|2 and injectivity radius (since N ′ is compact) imply that any minimal surface S ⊂ N ′ is
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a union of discs of uniform size and geometry. Further, two such discs that are sufficiently
close can be glued together to create a new smooth disc or branched disc (depending on
context) such that any disc carried by the resulting (branched) surface is nearly minimal
and hence is −1 + η negatively curved, since the ambient manifold N’ is hyperbolic. Here
are more details.

Given a lower bound δ0 > 0 on injectivity radius, E > 0, and ε > 0 there exists com-
putable r(δ0, E) and a finite set D = {D1, · · · , Dk} of embedded discs in N of radius 2r
respectively about points {y1, · · · , yk} of mean curvature < ε/1010 such that if x ∈ S ⊂ N ′

is a minimal surface with |A|2 < E, then the metric 2r-ball B2r(x) about x in S is embedded
and the subdisc Br(x) is ε-graphical over some Di where d(x, yi) < ε/1000, i.e. Br(x) =
{expz(u(z) n(z)) | z ∈ Di} where 0 < u < ε. Here we can take r(δ0, E) = min(δ0/8, 1, 1/E).

The fundamental gluing lemma is as follows.

Lemma 3.2. Let N be a fixed closed 3-manifold and E a fixed constant. Suppose that Σ1,
Σ2 are two embedded minimal surfaces with |A|2 ≤ E and that Σ2 can be written as a normal
graph over Σ1; that is, Σ2 = {expx(u(x) n(x)) |x ∈ Σ1} where 0 < u < ε. Suppose also that
the geodesic curvature of kg of ∂Σ1 is bounded by E and γ1 ⊂ ∂Σ1 is a component of ∂Σ1

parametrized by arclength with the following chord arc bound:
If x, y ∈ γ1, then

dγ1(x, y)

dN(x, y)
≤ E .(3.1)

Given δ > 0 there exists an ε > 0 depending only on E and δ so that Σ1 and Σ2 can be
pinched together along γ1 and so that the resulting surface Σ agrees with Σ1 and Σ2 outside
the tubular neighborhood Tδ(γ1). Moreover,

(1) The mean curvature HΣ of Σ satisfies |HΣ| ≤ δ.
(2) |AΣ|2 ≤ E + δ2.

Proof. Let ζ be a function on N with 1 ≥ ζ ≥ 0 so that ζ is identically one on γ1 and
vanishes outside Tδ(γ1). Consider now the surface Σ+ given by

Σ+ = {expx ((1− ζ(x)) u(x) n(x)) |x ∈ Σ1} .(3.2)

It is clear that Σ+ agrees with Σ2 outside Tδ(γ1) and that Σ1 and Σ+ intersect along the
curve γ1.

We need to see that (1) and (2) hold for Σ+. When N is Euclidean space, equation (1)
follows from the fact that the normal nΣ+ of Σ+ and its derivative are equal to that of nΣ2

up to a term that is a bounded constant times maxu ≤ ε. The general manifold case follows
similarly as well as (2). �

In a similar manner we have the following

Addendum. Let E > 0 and η > 0. There are finitely many constructible −1 +η negatively
curved branched surfaces that carry all closed embedded surfaces in N ′ with |A|2 < E and
mean curvature ≤ 1/10100. Furthermore, there exists computable r0 > 0 and ε0 > 0 so
that if S ⊂ N ′ is a closed embedded surface with |A|2 < E that contains discs D1 and D2

with diam(Di) < r0 and D1 being ε0-graphical over D2, then S is carried by one of the
branched surfaces B such that D1 and D2 are identified with the same smooth embedded
disc D ⊂ B. �
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Step 2. General Case.

Proof. If S is index-0, then by Schoen’s curvature estimate [S2], [CM2], there exists a
computable uniform upper bound E0 on |A|2 and hence the result follows by Step 1. By
the previous section8 given ε > 0 and r > 0 there exists a computable E1 such that if S is
index-1 with sup |A|2 > E1, then there exists an annulus An ⊂ S, a surface S1 and discs
D1, D2 ⊂ S1 such that S \ int(An) = S1 \ (int(D1) ∪ int(D2)) and S1 has mean curvature
< 1/10100 and |A|2 < E1 + 1. Finally, diam(Di) < r0 and D1 is ε0-graphical over D2 where
r0 and ε0 are as in the Addendum.

The desired branched surfaces are constructed as follows. Let B = {B1, · · · , Bn} be the
branched surfaces arising from the Addendum. For each sector F of Bi, construct a branched
surface BF

i , by picking an embedded disc DF ⊂ F about a point f ∈ int(F ), splitting Bi

along DF to create a new branched surface B̂F
i with a small D2 × I closed complementary

region J and inserting a small annulus within J . See Figure 1 at the end of the pdf version.
Note that Lemma 3.2 applied to Df and a graphical copy implies that B̂F

i can be constructed
to have mean curvature and |A|2 bounded above by that of BF

i up to any predetermined

δ > 0. Similarly, we can pass from B̂F
i to BF

i by gluing a rescaled catenoid into J so that
the resulting branched surface is (1− η)-negatively curved. The previous paragraph implies
that any index-1 surface is carried by one of these branched surfaces. �

4. Effective polynomial growth

Definition 4.1. Let S be a Riemann surface and f : R→ R. We say that S has growth-f
if for each x ∈ S and r > 0, area(NS(x, r)) ≤ f(r). If f is a polynomial, then we say that S
has polynomial growth.

In 1975 Joe Plante proved (Theorem 6.3 [Pl]) that any leaf of a transversely oriented
codimension-1 foliation without holonomy has polynomial growth. In this section we apply
Plante’s argument to show that there is a single polynomial that works for all measured
laminations carried by a fixed branched surface. More precisely we have

Theorem 4.2. Let B be a branched surface embedded in the Riemannian 3-manifold M .
There exists an effectively constructible polynomial p(B), such that if S is a leaf of a measured
lamination carried by B, then the growth of S is bounded by p(B).

Proof. Let N(B) be a fibered neighborhood of B. Since the growth rate of a surface is non
decreasing upon passing to covering spaces and B has an effectively constructible transversely
orientable 2-fold cover by Proposition 1.5, it suffices to consider the case thatB is transversely
orientable and hence the vertical fibering V of N(B) is orientable. Assume each element of
V has length ≤ 1. It suffices to show the following three steps.

Step 1. There exists an effectively constructible polynomial h such that the number of
distinct non torsion elements in H1(N(B)) represented by closed curves of length at most n
is bounded by h(n).

Proof of Step 1. Let {S1, · · · , Sb} be a set of properly embedded oriented surfaces in N(B)
representing a basis for H2(N(B), ∂N(B)). By Poincare - Lefshetz duality non torsion

8Although the argument in the previous section were by compactness it is well-known how to make it
effective; see, for instance, [CM7].
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elements of H1(N(B)) are determined by their algebraic intersection number with these
surfaces. Let c > 0 be such that if α ⊂ N(B) is a closed essential oriented curve, then for
each i, length(α) ≥ c| < α, Si > |. Then h(n) = (2n/c)b is a bounding function. �

Step 2. Let s1, · · · , sk be the sectors of B and I1, · · · , Ik ∈ V be I-fibers respectively passing
through these sectors. To prove the theorem it suffices to show that for each i there exists
a polynomial hi such that if µ is a measured lamination carried by B, L is a leaf of µ and
x ∈ L, then |NL(x, r)) ∩ Ii| ≤ hi(r).

Proof of Step 2. This follows from the fact that there are a finite number of sectors of
uniformly bounded area and diameter. �

Step 3. Let L be a leaf of a measured lamination µ carried by N(B) and let x ∈ L. If
NL(x, r)∩ Ii = {x0, x1 · · · , xm}, then there exist closed curves γ1, · · · , γm in N(B) such that
for all j, length(γj) ≤ 2r + 1 and the γj’s represent distinct elements of H1(N(B)).

Proof of Step 3. SinceB is transversely orientable, µ determines an element [µ] ∈ H1(N(B),R)
by integrating, with sign, closed curves over µ. For j ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,m} let γj be an oriented
curve of length ≤ 2r + 1 obtained by concatenating aj, bj, cj, where aj is a path in L of
length ≤ r from x to x0; bj is a path in Ii of length ≤ 1 from x0 to xi and ci is a path of
length ≤ r in L from xj to x. Since the values [µ](γi) are distinct the result follows. �

5. Horizontally large branched surfaces

Definition 5.1. A branched surface B is horizontally large if no component of ∂hN(B) is a
disc or an annulus.

Proposition 5.2. Let B be an η-negatively curved branched surface in the Riemannian 3-
manifold M that fully carries a surface and let r > 0. Then there exist effectively constructible
branched surfaces B1, · · · , Bn obtained by regularly splitting B such that every surface carried
by B is carried by some Bi and each Bi fully carries a surface. Furthermore, if E is a
subbranched surface of a regular splitting of some Bi, then for each component H of ∂hN(E)
there exists x ∈ H such that NH(x, r) ⊂ int(H).

Corollary 5.3. If B is an η-negatively curved branched surface in the 3-manifold M that
fully carries a surface, then there exist effectively constructible horizontally large branched
surfaces B1, · · · , Bn obtained by regularly splitting B such that every surface carried by B
is carried by some Bi and each Bj fully carries a surface. Furthermore, any subbranched
surface B′ of any branched surface obtained by regularly splitting a Bi either is horizontally
large or does not fully carry a surface.

Remark 5.4. While these results are stated for surfaces, they hold more generally for
measured laminations, the key point being that splitting is local and that Theorem 4.2 holds
for laminations.

Proof of Corollary. Applying Theorem 4.2 to the η-negatively curved branched surface B we
conclude that there exists an effectively computable s0 > 0 such that any surface S carried
by B has injectivity radius at most s0 at all points of S. This follows by comparing the
exponential growth rate of discs in negatively curved surfaces and the uniform polynomial
growth rate of S. On the other hand any surface carried by B has a uniform lower bound
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of injectivity radius. Thus, there exist uniform s1, s2, depending only on s0, η and B such
that if x ∈ S, then NS(x, s1) contains a closed geodesic and NS(x, s2) contains a non empty
π1-injective subsurface T with geodesic boundary. In particular T is not an annulus or disc.

Now apply the Proposition with r = s2 to obtain the branched surfaces B1, · · · , Bn. Thus
if E is a subbranched surface of some branched surface E ′ obtained by regularly splitting
Bi and H is a component of ∂hN(E), then for some x ∈ H, NH(x, s2) ⊂ int(H). If E fully
carries a surface S, then after possibly doubling S we can assume that H ⊂ S and hence by
the first paragraph H is neither a disc nor an annulus. �

Proof of Proposition. Fix r > 0. It is routine to regularly split B into B1(r), · · · , Bnr(r)
such that every surface carried by B is carried by some Bi(r), each Bj(r) fully carries a
surface and the following additional property holds. For each i, under the natural inclusion
of ∂hN(B) into ∂hN(Bi(r)), the metric 2r-ball about ∂hN(B) in ∂hN(Bi(r)) is contained in
the interior of ∂hN(Bi(r)). Note that any regular splitting of Bi(r) continues to retain this
property.

Let E be a subranched surface of a regular splitting B′ of some Bi(r). We show that each
component H of ∂hN(E) contains a point x such that NH(x, r) ⊂ int(H). If it fails for H,
then let F be a component of ∂hN(B′) that corresponds to a point y ∈ H. We obtain a
contradiction by showing that F does not arise from a component of ∂hN(B) contradicting
the fact that B′ is the result of a regular splitting of B. View N(E) ⊂ N(B′) ⊂ N(B) so
that the various I-fibers of one lie in the interior of the next. We will assume that B is
transversely orientable for the proof in the general case is similar. It suffices to show that
there exists an embedding f : H × I → N(B) such that f |H × 0 is a homeomorphism
onto H, f |∂H × I is a homeomorphism onto some components of ∂vN(E), f |F × 1 is a
homeomorphism onto a component H1 of ∂hN(E) and each f(x× I) embeds into an I-fiber
of N(B). Therefore F ⊂ f(H × I) and hence does not correspond to any component of
∂hN(B) under a regular splitting. Let Ix ⊂ N(B) denote the I-fiber that contains x. It
suffices to show that if x ∈ H, then there exists a subinterval Jx ⊂ Ix such that x ∈ Jx and
Jx ∩N(E) = ∂Jx.

Fix x ∈ int(H). We show that Jx exists. Give ∂hN(E) and ∂hN(B′) the Riemannian
metrics induced by their projections into B by contracting each fiber of N(B) to a point. By
construction of B′, if z ∈ ∂hN(B′) and d∂hN(B′)(z, ∂vN(B′) ≤ 2r, then either z ∈ ∂vN(B′) or
there exists a subinterval Kz ⊂ Iz such that Kz∩N(B′) = ∂Kz. For x ∈ int(H) let Lx denote
the maximal subinterval of Ix such that Lx∩N(E) ⊂ ∂Lx and ∂Lx ⊂ N(E)∪∂hN(B). Since
for x ∈ int(H) and t ∈ Lx ∩ ∂hN(B′), d∂hN(B′)(t, ∂vN(B′) ≤ d∂hN(E)(x, ∂vN(E)) it follows
that Jx exists and equals Lx. Indeed, if α ⊂ H is a path of length ≤ 2r from x to ∂H,
then this assertion evidently holds for points of α near ∂H and then readily extends to all
of α. �

The following result will be used in the next section.

Lemma 5.5. If B is a horizontally large branched surface in the 3-manifold M , such that
some component V of the closed complement C(N(B)) has a monogon with horizontal bound-
ary lying in the component W of ∂hN(B), then W compresses in V .
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Proof. The properly embedded disc D ⊂ V obtained by taking two copies of the monogon
and connecting by a strip parallel to the component of b(B) hit by the monogon is an essential
compressing disc. �

6. proof of Theorem 0.1

Definition 6.1. A 1-sided Heegaard surface S ⊂ M is a closed 1-sided surface whose com-
plement is a handlebody. S gives rise to a Heegaard surface T by passing to a 2-fold cover
and attaching a neck between locally parallel sheets. We call S and T associated surfaces.

We record the following well known result. Recall that a surface S is compressible if there
exists an embedded disc D such that D ∩ S = ∂D and ∂D is an essential curve in S. Also
recall Remark 1.3.

Lemma 6.2. If S is a compressible 1-sided Heegaard surface, then the associated Heegaard
surface is weakly reducible. If χ(S) < 0 and there exists an immersed compressing disc D
for S that restricts to an embedded compressing disc for ∂N(S) such that ∂D has a single
point of self intersection, then the associated Heegaard splitting T is weakly reducible. �

Theorem 6.3. Let f : B →M be an embedding of an η-negatively curved branched surface
into the 3-manifold M . Either B carries an incompressible surface or there exists an effec-
tively computable C(f, η) ∈ N such that if S is a Heegaard surface of genus ≥ C and either
S or an associated 1-sided surface is carried by B, then S is weakly reducible.

Proof of Theorem 0.1. By Theorem 0.2 for any −1 < η < 0 we can effectively construct
finitely many η-negatively curved branched surfaces, such that all index-≤ 1 minimal surfaces
are carried by these branched surfaces. Fix η = −1/2. As announced in [PR] any strongly
irreducible Heegaard surface is isotopic to one that is either index-≤ 1 or has an associated
1-sided surface of index-0; thus it or an associate is carried by one of these branched surfaces.
Now apply Theorem 6.3 to each of these branched surfaces. If M is non Haken, then the
first conclusion never arises. Let G(M) be the maximum of C(f, η) over all these branched
surfaces. �

Proof of Theorem 6.3. By Haken [Ha] (stated in the context of normal surfaces) there exists
an effectively constructible finite set F1, · · · , Fk of fundamental surfaces carried by B such
that any surface S carried by B is of the form n1F1 + · · · + nkFk where ni ∈ Z≥0. (Here
addition is by cut and paste in the manner compatible with being carried by B.) Thus
the subbranched surfaces that fully carry a surface are finite and enumerable. By [JO] one
can effectively decide if a branched surface is essential. Our argument will require us to
consider finitely many subbranched surfaces of branched surfaces obtained by splitting B.
Since we can apply [JO] at each stage, we will always assume that all branched surfaces
under consideration are not essential. By Corollary 5.3 it suffices to consider the case that
B is horizontally large and fully carries a surface and that any subbranched surface of a
regular splitting of B that fully carries a surface is also horizontally large. Being η-negatively
curved, χ(Fi) < 0 for all i. Since χ(S) =

∑k
i=1 niχ(Fi) it suffices to show that there exists

an effectively computable number K∗ such that if S = n1F1 + · · · + nkFk, S is a Heegaard
surface and for some i, ni ≥ K∗, then S is weakly reducible.

Let S be any surface of the form n1F1 + · · · + nkFk. After reordering and deleting the
terms with ni = 0 we can assume that 1 ≤ n1 ≤ n2 ≤ · · · ≤ nm where m ≤ k. By
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the first paragraph we can assume that the subbranched surface BS that fully carries S is
horizontally large. Fix K ≥ 2. (Its actual value will be computed later.) Define Ki = K10i .
Let p be the largest value such that np < Kp or take p = 0 if no such value exists. Define
S1 = n1F1 + · · ·+npFp and S2 = np+1Fp+1 + · · ·+nmFm. We shall see in Lemma 6.6 that if S
is rest will satisfy S1, S2 6= ∅. Let B2 be the subbranched surface fully carrying S2. Note that
there are only finitely many pa strongly irreducible Heegaard surface, then n1 = 1 and hence
p ≥ 1. Ultimately we will take K∗ = Kk, thus our surfaces of interest will satisfy S1, S2 6= ∅.
Let B2 be the subbranched surface carried by S2. Note that there are only finitely many
possibilities for BS and B2.

Definition 6.4. Let A = α × I be a germ of an immersed smooth annulus in M with
α× I ∩B2 = α× 0 and α× (0, 1] is embedded and transverse to BS. Denote α× 0 by α. Let
s1, s2, · · · , sp denote the germs of arcs of BS ∩ A with one endpoint on ∂A. (There may be
no such germs.) These germs correspond to cusps c1, · · · , cp at α× 0. Fix an orientation on
α. If all the germs attach in the same manner with respect to the orientation (i.e. the cusps
point in the same direction), then we say that BS attaches to B2 consistently along α on
the A-side otherwise BS attaches inconsistently. Since consistent attachment is independent
of the choice of germ, it makes sense to talk about consistent/inconsistent attachment once
the side of α is chosen.

The Claim below roughly says that after replacing (BS, B2) by another pair obtained by
splitting B and passing to certain subbranched surfaces the resulting pair and its associated
data satisfy many nice properties. Furthermore, there are only finitely (pairs, data) that
need to be considered.

Claim. There exists an effectively enumerable finite set of pairs of horizontally large branched
surfaces (E1, L1), · · · , (Eu, Lu) with each Li a subbranched surface of Ei such that given a
surface S carried by B with S = S1 + S2 as above and S1, S2 6= ∅, there exists a j such that

1) Ej fully carries S and Lj fully carries S2.

2) Neither Ej nor Lj have discs of contact.

3) For every sector σ of Lj, wσ(S2) ≥ Kp+1, where wσ(S2) is the weight of S2 in σ.

4) For every sector τ of Ej \ Lj, wτ (S1) ≤ CKp for some C that depends only on B.

5) If Lj is compressible, there corresponds a compressing disc Dj for Lj transverse to
Ej and P ′j ⊂ ∂hN(Lj) a compact essential pair of pants disjoint from ∂vN(Lj) such that
∂Dj ⊂ ∂P ′j and for each component β′ of ∂P ′j , Ej attaches to Lj consistently along the
Dj-side of π(β′).

6) If S is a strongly irreducible Heegaard surface with complementary handlebodies H1, H2,
then there exist compressing discs Aj1, A

j
2 for Ej independent of S, such that Aj1 ⊂ H1, A

j
2 ⊂

H2 with ∂Aj1 ∪ ∂A
j
2 ⊂ int(σ) where σ is a sector of Ej \ Lj.

Remark 6.5. We do not need an analogue of 6) when S is a 1-sided Heegaard surface.

Proof of Claim. Define BS and B2 as above. Since B2 fully carries S2 condition 3) holds
for B2. By the linear isoperimetric inequality for η-negatively curved surfaces, B2 has only
finitely many discs of contact and their areas are uniformly bounded, thus after a uniformly
bounded amount of splitting we obtain a branched surface B1

2 with out such discs. Observe
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that condition 3) continues to hold. As there are only finitely many possibilities for B2, there
are only finitely many B1

2 ’s that can arise. Our Lj’s will be among these branched surfaces.
A preliminary uniformly bounded amount of S-splitting transforms BS to a branched

surface B1
S containing B1

2 as a subbranched surface. Thus while BS depends on S, the
number of possible resulting B1

S’s as S varies is uniformly bounded above independent of
K. Since a fundamental surface goes over a sector of B a uniformly bounded number C0 of
times, it follows that for each sector τ of BS \ B2, wτ (S) < kC0Kp. Since B1

S is obtained
by splitting, a similar fact holds for it. Since each of B1

S and B1
2 carry surfaces, each is

horizontally large. Let B2
S be obtained from B1

S by splitting along all its discs of contact.
Note that B1

2 continues to be a subbranched surface of B2
S and the number of possibilities

for B2
S is uniformly bounded.

If B1
2 is not essential, then either B1

2 compresses or B1
2 has a monogon. Since B1

2 is
horizontally large the latter implies the former by Lemma 5.5. Fix a compressing disc D for
B1

2 . By [JO] compressing discs are effectively findable. Since B1
2 is horizontally large there

exists an immersed pants P ⊂ B1
2 that lifts to an embedded essential pants P ′ ⊂ ∂hN(B1

2)
with ∂D a component of ∂P ′.

If the germs of arcs of D ∩ B2
S near ∂D are not consistent, then we can find adjacent

germs whose cusps point towards each other. After an S-splitting of B2
S supported near the

segment of ∂D connecting these cusps we obtain a branched surface B3
S with fewer germs.

Thus after a uniform amount of splitting we obtain a branched surface B4
S with consistent

germs. Again after further splitting to eliminate contact discs we can assume that B4
S and

B1
2 continue to satisfy conditions 1-5. A similar argument deals with the other components

of ∂P ′. Because a given B2
S may carry different S’s, a number of different B4

S’s may arise,
however the number is uniformly bounded and effectively computable.

Lemma 6.6. If S is a strongly irreducible Heegaard surface or a 1-sided associate to a
strongly irreducible Heegaard surface, then n1 = 1.

Proof. If S is 1-sided and n1 > 1, then a compressing disc for ∂hN(B4
S) gives rise to a com-

pressing disc for S and hence the associated Heegaard surface T to S is weakly reducible.
Now assume that S is a Heegaard surface with complementary handlebodies H1 and H2.
Let D′i be a compressing disc for Hi. After performing boundary compressions to D′i along
∂vN(B4

S) it follows that some component of the resulting surface is either a properly em-
bedded disc or monogon Di ⊂ C(N(B)) such that Di ∩ ∂hN(B4

S) ⊂ S. Here we are using
the fact that χ(D′i) = 1, B4

S has no discs of contact and that ∂hN(B4
S) ⊂ S, since n1 > 1.

By Lemma 5.5 we can assume that ∂Di ⊂ S. Since B4
S has no discs of contact, these Di’s

correspond to essential compressions of S. By construction each Di ⊂ Hi and ∂D1∩∂D2 = ∅
and hence S is weakly reducible. �

We now complete the proof of the Claim. Suppose that S is a strongly irreducible Heegaard
surface. As in the previous paragraph, since B4

S has no discs of contact each of H1, H2 gives
rise either to a compressing disc or to a monogon in C(N(B4

S)) and hence by Lemma 5.5
essential compressing discs A1, A2 for ∂hN(B4

S) lying respectively in H1, H2. Since n1 = 1
these A′is may need to be normally extended into N(B) to be properly embedded in the
Hi’s. We can always choose a fixed A1 independent of S and then choose A2 from a set of
at most |C(N(B4

S))| − 1 elements. Again a given B4
S may carry different S’s and it’s not
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impossible that for a different surface S ′ both A1 and A2 might lie in the same complementary
handlebody of S ′.

Since S is strongly irreducible, A1 ∩ A2 6= ∅ and hence both intersect the same sector σ′

with wσ′(S) = 1. It follows that after a uniform amount of splitting of B4
S we obtain B5

S with
∂A1 ∪ ∂A2 ⊂ int(σ) and wσ(S) = 1. Here σ is the sector descended from σ′. After further
splitting we obtain B6

S satisfying conditions 1-6). Note that if B6
S carries another strongly

irreducible surface S ′, then as in the proof of Lemma 6.6, wσ(S ′) = 1, hence A1, A2 suffice for
S ′. Thus a given B4

S produces finitely many B6
S’s satisfying the conclusion of 6). To clarify,

the branched surface B4 gives rise to finitely many pairs A1, A2 and each pair gives rise to a
B6, thus the Aj1, A

j
2 in 6) are independent of S. This completes the proof of the claim. �

Remark 6.7. The sector σ is the analogue in our setting of the almost normal disc that
appears in Li’s work [Li2].

Again suppose that S = S1 + S2 either is a strongly irreducible Heegaard surface or is
1-sided with a strongly irreducible associate. Assume that S corresponds to the branched
surfaces Ej, Lj, the disc Dj and the pants P ′j and the whole package satisfies the conclusions
1)-5) of the Claim. If S is 2-sided assume in addition that 6) also holds. In what follows we
will assume that the projection π|P ′j is an embedding, i.e. the image Pj ⊂ Lj is an embedded
surface. The proof in the general case is very similar by noting that in the argument that
follows all the action will lie to the Dj-side of Pj. To simplify and abuse the notation we

now denote Ej, Lj, Pj, Dj, A
j
1, A

j
2 respectively by BS, B2, P,D,A1, A2.

Lemma 6.8. If S either is strongly irreducible or is the 1-sided associate to a strongly
irreducible surface, and D′ is a compressing disc for B2, then there exist non trivial germs
of arcs of D′ ∩BS with endpoints in ∂D′.

Proof. If not, then S ∩ π−1(D′) contains at least Kp+1/2 − 1 ≥ 1 parallel disjoint circles
lying interior to N(BS) (see Definition 1). The 1-sided case now follows by Lemma 6.2.
Since BS is horizontally large without discs of contact, all these curves are essential in S.
By Scharleman’s [Sc] nesting property if S is strongly irreducible, then a given interior curve
bounds a disc D1 in one of H1 or H2. Suppose that D1 ⊂ H1. Since BS is horizontally
large and without discs of contact, there exists an essential compressing disc D2 ⊂ H2 with
∂D2 ⊂ ∂hN(BS) and hence disjoint from ∂D1. �

Denote the components of ∂P by ∂D, α and β. Orient ∂D in the direction that the cusps
on the D-side of ∂D point. Orient α, β and P so that ∂P = α + β + ∂D. Let d0 ∈ ∂D
(resp. a0 ∈ α, b0 ∈ β) be disjoint from b(BS) and ID (resp. Iα, Iβ) be the I-fiber of N(BS)
through d0 (resp. a0, b0). Let γ ⊂ P ( resp. δ ⊂ P ) be an embedded arc from d0 to a0

(resp. d0 to b0). Denote the points of S ∩ I∂D (resp. S ∩ Iα, S ∩ Iβ) by d1, · · · , dn (resp.
a1, · · · ap; b1, · · · bq) where d1 is the first point on the D-side of ID and the others appear in
order. Similarly order S ∩ Iα and S ∩ Iβ. There exists d, a, b ∈ Z such that the holonomy of
S around π−1(∂D) (resp. π−1(α), π−1(β)) is given by di goes to di+d (resp. ai goes to ai+a,
bi goes to bi+b) provided that it is defined. By the choice of orientation on ∂D, d > 0. Since
a+ b+ d = 0 we can assume, after possibly switching α with β, that a < 0.

If b = 0, then by Claim 5), there is no branching of BS on the D-side of β. Thus there
exists an embedded annulus β × [0, 1] ⊂ N(BS) such that π(β × I) = β, β × 0 ⊂ ∂hN(BS)
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and S ∩β× I is a union of at least Kp/2− 1 parallel circles β0 = β× 0, β1, · · · , βn such that,
with the exception of β × 0, each is interior to N(BS).

Lemma 6.9. No βi bounds a disc in S and no distinct pair of βi’s bound an annulus.

Proof. If βi, i > 0 bounds a disc in S, then since S has no discs of contact and is horizontally
large it follows that βi−1 does too and hence by induction so does β0. Since BS has no
discs of contact, this implies that β0 bounds a disc in ∂hN(BS) and hence in C(N(B2)),
contradicting Lemma 6.8. A similar type of argument establishes the second claim. �

Lemma 6.10. There exists uniform c0, c1 ∈ N such that if K > c1 and c0Kp ≤ i ≤ Kp+1 −
c0Kp, then the curve τi ⊂ S is an essential simple closed curve in S. Furthermore, no pair
τi, τi+1 are homotopic in S. Here τi is the curve that starts at di and follows the path in S
that projects to ∂D−a ∗ γ ∗ αd ∗ γ̄.

Remark 6.11. Uniform means independent of (Ej, Lj, Dj, Pj, A1, A2).

Proof. By Claim 4) if the arc γ crosses the branch locus r times, then if one starts at the point
dj and follows a path in S that projects to γ, then one ends at am where |j −m| ≤ rCKp.
Similarly d < s0CKp (resp. a < s1CKp) where s0 (resp. s1) is the number of times ∂D (resp.
α) crosses the branch locus on the D-side. By Claim 3) min |ID ∩ S|, |Iα ∩ S| ≥ Kp+1. Since
Kp+1/(ad+ rCKp)→∞ as K →∞ it follows that for computable and sufficiently large c0

and K the curve τi is well defined. By construction it is simple.
We first consider the case b = 0. Let σ′ ⊂ P be a properly embedded path in P with

∂σ′ ⊂ β crossing π(γ) transversely once and intersecting b(B′S) a minimal number of times.
If σi+1 ⊂ S is such that π(σi+1) = σ′ and passes near di+1, then |σi+1 ∩ τi+1| = 1 and
σi+1 ∩ τi = ∅. Since ∂σi+1 lies in circle components of π−1(β) ∩ S, it follows using Lemma
6.9 that τi+1 is essential in S and is not homotopic in S to τi. Provided that c0, c1 and K
are sufficiently large, then for i in the range of the Lemma both σi+1 and σi exist with the
desired properties.

We now show that if b 6= 0 and c0, c1 and K are sufficiently large and i is in the desired
range, then τi is non separating in S and not homotopic to τi+1. If a = −1, then τi can be
isotoped to intersect τi+1 in one point and hence they are homologically independent. By
construction d ≥ 2 and d 6= −a since b 6= 0. If d < −a (resp. d > −a), then there is curve
κi+1 ⊂ S starting near di+1 such that π(κi+1) is homotopic to ∂D−1∗γ ∗α−1∗ γ̄ ∗∂D∗γ ∗α∗ γ̄
(resp. γ ∗ α ∗ γ̄ ∗ ∂D ∗ γ ∗ α−1 ∗ γ̄ ∗ ∂D−1) such that κi+1 ∩ τi = ∅ and κi+1 intersects τi+1

once transversely. �

Let Ba
S denote the (possibly nongeneric) branched surface obtained by maximally regularly

S-splitting Ej without effecting B2, i.e. regularly S-split as much as possible away from B2

so that b(Ba
S) ⊂ B2 is contained in B2. Next split Ba

S to remove all discs of contact and
call the resulting branched surface B′S. Note that B′S carries B2. Since each non simply
connected component of I(S)∩π−1(P ) is untouched in the passage from BS to B′S it follows
that Lemma 6.10 continues to hold with BS replaced by B′S. We abuse notation by letting
A1, A2 denote the compressing discs for B′S descending from BS.

Lemma 6.12. After an isotopy of B′S supported away from B2 we can assume that B′S ∩
int(D) contains no simple closed curves.
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Proof. Suppose that κ is simple closed curve in B′S ∩ int(D), then since κ ∩ b(S ′) = ∅,
π−1(κ) ∩ S is a union of parallel circles. Since B′S is horizontally large without discs of
contact it follows that either each such curve is essential in S or κ bounds an embedded disc
E ⊂ B′S with E ∩ b(B′S) = ∅. In the latter case using the irreducibility of M , κ and perhaps
other closed curves can be isotoped off of D without introducing new curves of intersection.
Thus we can assume that all the remaining closed curves correspond to families of essential
curves in S. If S is 1-sided and some closed curve of B′S ∩ int(D) exists, then by considering
an innermost such curve in D we obtain a contradiction to Lemma 6.2.

Now assume that S is 2-sided and κ1, · · ·κn denote the simple closed curves of B′S∩ int(D).
By [Sc], strong irreducibility and possibly switching H1 with H2 each component of each
π−1(κi) bounds a disc in H1. Note that for every i, |π−1(κi)| = 1 else one of these discs is
disjoint from A2. Using these discs in H1 and the irreducibility of M we can assume that
each κi bounds a disc in D ∩H1, in particular is innermost in D.

An outermost disc argument involving A2 enables us to eliminate the κ′is as follows. By
irreducibility of M we can assume that A2∩D consists of arcs. An arc α of A2∩D outermost
in A2 bounds a subdisc F ⊂ A2. Use F to isotope B′S to B̂S so that if Â2 is the resulting

disc, then Â2 ∩D = A2 \α. Since by Claim 6 A2 ∩B2 = ∅, B2 does not move in this isotopy.

Observe that either B̂S ∩ intD contains no simple closed curves or each such curve bounds
a disc in H1. There are several cases to check depending on the value of z = |α ∩ (∪κi)|
being 0, 1 or 2. Now isotope B̂ as above so that each closed component of B̂ ∩ intD bounds
a disc in D ∩ H1. Thus by induction we either remove all closed curves of intersection or
eventually isotope A2 off of D with all closed curves of intersection bounding essential discs
in H1, contradicting strong irreducibility. �

Lemma 6.8 now implies that there exists an embedded monogon m1 ⊂ D with m1 ∩
N(B′S) = ∂m1. For c0Kp + 1 ≤ i ≤ Kp+1 − c0Kp − 1, let τi be the curve constructed in
Lemma 6.10 and Z1

i , Z
2
i the vertical annuli in I(S) with one boundary component τi. If S is

2-sided assume that Z1
i ⊂ H1. Since d ≥ 2 each Zi

j will be embedded unless a = −1, in which

case S does not separate and hence is 1-sided and after a small isotopy Zi
j has a single point

of self intersection. In a manner similar to [Li2] use m1 and a Zi
j to create a compressing disc

for S. To start with attach a tail to m1 to extend it to a disc m′1 with ∂m′1 ⊂ S ∪ ID. The
tail is an embedded I × I ⊂ π−1(∂D), a union of I(S) fibers, with I × I ∩m1 = 0× I and
I × ∂I ⊂ S. Let δ(m′1) be the closure of m′1 \ S. Using a minimal length tail we can assume
that for some i, j, m′1 ∩ Zi

j is a single I(S) fiber. Construct an immersed compressing disc
D1 for S by taking two parallel copies of m′1 and connecting them by a band that wraps once
around Zi

j. See [Li2] Figure 5.3a. Since by Lemma 6.10 τi, τi+1 are not homotopic it follows
that ∂D1 is essential in S. If S is 1-sided, then D1 is an immersed essential compressing disc
with embedded interior whose boundary has at most one point of self intersection, hence by
Lemma 6.2 we obtain a contradiction. From now on we will assume that S is 2-sided, D1 is
embedded and D1 ⊂ H1.

If D contains two monogons m1,m2 with mi ∈ Hi, then construct a weak reduction as
follows. Transversely orient D so that P lies to the +-side. Let D1 be as above and let m′2
consist of m2 together a tail that spirals around π−1(∂D) enough times to have its end lie
well above D1, i.e. if δm′2 = {du, du+1}, then u > max{r|dr ∩ D1 6= ∅} + 2|ad|. Create the
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disc D2 ⊂ H2 as follows. Start with two parallel copies of m′2 that lie to the negative side
of D (and hence disjoint from π−1(P )), then build a compressing disc using them and the
annulus Z2

u.

If all the monogons of D lie in H1, proceed as follows. Strong irreducibility implies that
A2 ∩ D1 6= ∅ and hence A2 ∩ D 6= ∅. Consider an arc η of A2 ∩ D that is outermost in A2

bounding the half-disc Fη ⊂ A2. If η ∩ S lies in the same component of S ∩ int(D), then Fη
together with a disc lying in D, slightly isotoped, is a (possibly trivial) compression disc D′

for H2 disjoint from D1. If D′ is inessential, then A2 can be isotoped to eliminate the arc η of
intersection. Next suppose that D contains exactly two monogons and that η has endpoints
in each. In that case there exists a disc Dη ⊂ D such that int(Dη) ∩ B′S = ∅, ∂Dη ⊂ B′S ∪ η
and Dη has a single cusp. Now consider the monogon m2 = Fη ∪ Dη. If Fη lies to the
negative side of D, then use m2 to construct a second compression disc as in the previous
paragraph. If Fη lies to the +-side of D, then swap the roles of m2 and m1 to construct a
weak reduction. I.e. first use m2 and a tail in π−1(∂D) to construct the first compressing
disc D2 and then construct the second compressing disc D1 using two copies of m1 pushed
slightly to the negative side of D. If η does not intersect all the monogons of D, then via
an isotopy supported in a small neighborhood of Fη isotope B′S so that the resulting A2

intersects D in one fewer component. Since our new B′S bounds at least one monogon in H1

and satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 6.12, Theorem 6.3 follows by induction. �

7. Two conjectures and a question

This paper assumes that we to start out with a special triangulation on the hyperbolic
3-manifold N. Much stronger would be a proof of the following.

Conjecture 7.1. There exists an effectively computable G : N→ N such that if N is a closed
non Haken 3-manifold with triangulation ∆ and N is known to have a hyperbolic structure,
then any irreducible Heegaard splitting of N has genus bounded above by G(|∆|).

We now show that Conjecture 7.1 follows from Conjecture 7.4 stated below.

Definition 7.2. We say that the branched surface B ⊂M is quasi-hyperbolic if it does not
carry any sphere or torus, but fully carries a surface.

Example 7.3. As demonstrated in the first paragraph of the proof of Corollary 5.3 a fully
carrying η-negatively curved branched surface is quasi-hyperbolic.

Conjecture 7.4. Let B be a branched surface in the compact triangulated atoroidal irre-
ducible 3-manifold N. Then there exist finitely many effectively constructible quasi-hyperbolic
branched surfaces B1, · · · , Bn such that each Bi is the result of passing to a subbranched sur-
face of some regular splitting of B and every strongly irreducible or incompressible surface
carried by B is carried by some Bi.

Remark 7.5. A proof of a non effective version of this conjecture is given in the proof of
Theorem 1.3 [Li1]. There the passage from B to B1, · · · , Bn is obtained via a compactness
argument. See Proposition 8.1 [Li1].

Definition 7.6. Let X be a Riemannian manifold and x ∈ X. Define the hyperbolic injec-
tivity radius hypx(X) to be

inf{r| in∗(π1(B(x, r))) is infinite, non abelian and Gromov-hyperbolic}
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or ∞ if the infimum does not exist. Here in: B(x, r) → X is the inclusion map. Define the
hyperbolic injectivity radius of X to be sup{x ∈ X| hypx(X)}.

Remark 7.7. The following Theorem 7.8 together with a positive solution to Conjecture
7.4 are sufficient inputs to establish the results of §5 and §6 and hence Conjecture 7.4 implies
Conjecture 7.1 via a combinatorial topology argument. The starting point is the fact that
every strongly irreducible Heegaard surface in a triangulated 3-manifold is isotopic to an
almost normal surface [Ru], [St] and hence as in the proof of Proposition 2.5 [Li1], there
is an effectively constructible set of branched surfaces that carry all strongly irreducible
Heegaard surfaces.

Theorem 7.8. Let B ⊂ M be a quasi-hyperbolic branched surface, then there exists an
effectively computable h(B) > 0 such that if S is a closed surface carried by B, and x ∈ S,
then hypx(S) ≤ h(B). Furthermore any disc or annulus A carried by B with ∂A ⊂ b(B)
(the branch locus) satisfies a computable linear isoperimetric inequality.

Remark 7.9. The condition that B ⊂ M is equivalent to saying that B comes equipped
with an I-bundle structure.

Proof. We will assume that the branch locus b(B) cuts B into discs, for in general one can
subdivide the sectors into discs and readily modify the argument below to deal with this.
Second, we will assume without loss that the length of each edge of b(B) is one, the diameter
of each sector σ is bounded above by length(σ) and the area of each σ is one. Finally we
will assume that if v is a vertex of σ, then the interior angle of v is either π/2 or π. Note
that at a vertex w of B, six sectors locally have w as a vertex. In the natural way, the angle
at w of four of these sectors is equal to π/2 and the angle at the other two is equal to π.

It suffices to prove the second statement. Indeed by Theorem 4.2 there is an effectively
constructible polynomial that bounds the growth of any surface with base point carried by
B. On the other hand it follows from ideas of Gromov [Gr] that the growth rate of discs and
annuli with a base point that satisfies a uniform linear isoperimetric inequality is computably
exponential, at least up to the distance from the basepoint to the boundary.

Here is an outline of the well known non effective proof that discs satisfy a linear isoperi-
metric inequality, e.g. see [MO]. If not by Gromov [Gr] there exist compact discs D1, D2, · · ·
carried by B with ∂Di ⊂ b(B) such that limi→∞ length(∂Di)/ area(Di)→ 0. After passing
to subsequence and suitably rescaling, {Di} → L a measured lamination with χ(L) = 0.
Next approximate L by one with compact leaves having the same property. A leaf of that
lamination is either a sphere or a torus.

We now prove the second conclusion of the theorem. Let σ1, · · · , σn denote the sectors
of B. Recall that the projective solution space P(B) of B (first defined by Haken [Ha] in
a slightly different context) is the compact convex subset P of the first octant of Rn which
is the zero set of finitely many linear equations intersected with the simplex J defined by
t1x1 + · · · t + tnxn where

∑
ti = 1. Here xi is associated to σi and to each edge of b(B) is

associated an equation of the form xi +xj −xk = 0. Note that there is a 1-1 correspondence
between normal isotopy classes of closed surfaces carried by B and non negative integral
solutions and there is a 1-1 correspondence between normal isotopy classes of weight 1
measured laminations carried by B and points x ∈ P . P is a finite sided polygon and each
vertex v of P has rational coordinates. Minimally clearing denominators gives an integral
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solution corresponding to a closed surface Sv carried by B, called a vertex surface. See [O] for
a more detailed discussion. By replacing all these equations by inequalities |xi +xj−xk| ≤ ε
and restricting to J we obtain Pε where Pε → P as ε→ 0.

Each σi has a cell structure induced from B. Let ei be the set of edges of σi and viπ/2
(resp. viπ) be the set of vertices in ∂σi with angle π/2 (resp. π). Define X(σi) = 1− |ei|/2 +
|viπ/2|/4+|viπ|/2 and extend linearly to Rn. Note that if S is a closed surface carried by B with

normal coordinates (a1, · · · , an), then χ(S) = X(x) where x = a1x1 + · · ·+ anxn. Since B is
quasihyperbolic and X is linear it takes a minimum −C0 < 0 at a vertex. Since all equations
are linear there are computable values ε1, C1 > 0 such that for each x ∈ Pε, X(x) < −C1.

To complete the proof, first observe that if A is a disc or annulus carried by B with
∂A ⊂ b(B), then A = tx for some x ∈ J where t = area(A) > 1. If x /∈ Pε1 , then there exists
an edge e such that ∂A goes over e at least tε1 times and hence area(A) < ε1 length(∂A).

Now assume that x ∈ Pε1 . Consider the induced cellulation on A. Let e be the edges of
∂A and for i ∈ N let vi be the vertices of ∂A whose interior angle (i.e. the angle on the
A-side) is equal to i(π/2). Then

C1 area(A) = 0− (− area(A)C1)

≤ χ(A)−X(x)

= −|e|/2 +
∑
i∈N

(1− i/4)|vi| ≤ 3|v1|/4 + |v2|/2 + |v3|/4

≤ length(∂A)

�

Question 7.10. If M is Haken, does there exist finitely many irreducible Heegaard surfaces
F1, · · · , Fn such that any irreducible Heegaard surface is of the form Fi + J where J is
incompressible.

Remark 7.11. Li [Li2] showed that, a particular infinite sequence of strongly irreducible
Heegaard surfaces on a Haken manifold, discovered by Casson and Gordon [CaGo2], is of
the form Sk = S1 + 2(k − 1)J where S1 is strongly irreducible and J is incompressible.

Appendix A. Mean convex MCF foliations

Definition A.1. A mean convex foliation on a Riemannian n-manifold with boundary is a
smooth codimension-1 foliation, possibly with singularities of standard type, such that each
leaf is closed and mean convex.

In a 3-manifold a foliation with singularities of ”standard type” means that almost all
leaves are completely smooth (i.e., without any singularities). In particular, any connected
subset of the singular set is completely contained in a leaf. Moreover, the entire singular set is
contained in finitely many (compact) embedded Lipschitz curves with cylinder singularities
together with a countable set of spherical singularities. The higher dimensional case is a
direct generalization of this; cf. [CM8].

Let Mn+1 be an (orientable) (n + 1)-manifold, Σn ⊂ M a closed embedded minimal
hypersurface with index at least one and suppose that Σ bounds a domain Ω ⊂ M . Let L
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be the second variation operator of Σ, see for instance (1.147) in [CM6], so that

L = ∆Σ + |A|2 + RicM(n,n) .(A.1)

Here n is the unit (inward) normal to Σ. Since Σ has index at least one the lowest eigenvalue
λ of L is negative and if φ is an eigenfunction for L with eigenvalue λ, then |φ| > 0 (see,
for instance, lemma 1.35 in [CM6]) and so after possibly replacing φ by −φ we may assume
φ > 0. By the second variation formula if Σs = F (x, s) is a variation of Σ = Σ0 with

Fs ⊥ Σs ,(A.2)

Fs(·, 0) = φnΣ ,(A.3)

then, see, for instance, theorem 3.2 in [HP],

d

ds s=0
HΣs = −Lφ = λφ < 0 .(A.4)

Here H is the mean curvature scalar, that is, divΣs(nΣs). It follows from this that for s0 > 0
sufficiently small the hypersurface Σs0 is contained in Ω and is mean convex with respect to
the outward normal −nΣs0

.
We can now apply the results of [CM8] and flow from Σs0 to obtain the following result.

Theorem A.2. Let N be a Riemannian n-manifold, Σ a codimension-1 mean convex sub-
manifold that is either non minimal or minimal of index ≥ 1. Then there exists a smooth
codimension-0 submanifold M bounded by Σ and a (possibly trivial) stable hypersurface Γ ⊂ Ω
that has a mean convex foliation. If Σ is minimal, then such a Γ can be chosen to either
side of Σ.

Proof. Between Σ and Σs0 the mean convex hypersurfaces Σs foliates and between Σs0 and
Γ MCF gives a mean convex foliation. �

Using results announced in [PR] (see also [Ru] and compare with [Ke]) we have the fol-
lowing result.

Theorem A.3. Any closed orientable bumpy9 Riemannian 3-manifold M with a strongly
irreducible Heegaard splitting, supports a mean convex foliation.

Proof. By [PR] M either has a minimal strongly irreducible Heegaard surface Σ or a stable
1-sided surface also called Σ such that the closed complement of Σ is either two or one
handlebodies, where one occurs exactly in the 1-sided case. If Σ is of index ≥ 1, then
applying the proof of Theorem A.2 to both sides of Σ give a compact submanifold M0 whose
boundary consists of ≤ 2 components each of which is a stable minimal surface that bounds
a handlebody disjoint from M0.

We have thus reduced to the case that M is a Riemannian handlebody (possibly a 3-
ball) with stable boundary. In what follows we also need to consider the case that M
is topologically a product S × I, with stable boundary. In the former case the standard
Heegaard splitting is strongly irreducible, so again the relative version of [PR] described in
the sketch of Theorem 1.8 [Ru] shows that int(M) supports a minimal Heegaard surface Σ1

isotopic to ∂M . In the latter case the same argument shows that int(M) supports a minimal

9Recall that bumpy means that there are no closed immersed minimal surfaces with a nontrivial Jacobi
field. By a result of Brian White such metrics are generic.
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surface Σ1 isotopic to S × 1. In either case, if Σ1 is index ≥ 1, then Σ1 lies interior to
a manifold M1 with a mean convex foliation such that each component of ∂M1 is stable.
Furthermore, each component of the closed complement of M1 in M is either a handlebody
or a product. Since for any g, there are only finitely many minimal surfaces in M of genus
≤ g, the result follows. �

The proof of Theorem A.3 shows the following.

Corollary A.4. Let M be a compact bumpy Riemannian 3-manifold with mean convex
boundary. If {Si} is a maximal collection of pairwise disjoint minimal surfaces such that
each component of the closed complement has a strongly irreducible Heegaard splitting, then
{Si} extends to a mean convex foliation on M .

Remark A.5. The hypothesis holds if the closed complement of {Si} in M consists of
handlebodies and products.
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